Predicting missing links in incomplete complex networks efficiently and accurately is still a challenging problem. The recently proposed CAR (Cannistrai-Alanis-Ravai) index shows the power of local link/triangle information in improving link-prediction accuracy. With the information of level-2 links, which are links between common-neighbors, most classical similarity indices can be improved. Nevertheless, calculating the number of level-2 links makes CAR index not efficient enough. Inspired by the idea of employing local link/triangle information, we propose a new similarity index with more local structure information. In our method, local link/triangle structure information can be conveyed by clustering coefficient of common neighbors directly. The reason why clustering coefficient has good effectiveness in estimating the contribution of a common-neighbor is that it employs links existing between neighbors of the common-neighbor and these links have the same structural position with the candidate link to this common-neighbor. Ten real-world networks drawn from five various fields are used to test the performance of our method against to classical similarity indices and recently proposed CAR index. Two estimators: precision and AUP, are used to evaluate the accuracy of link prediction algorithms. Generally speaking, our new index not only performs competitively with CAR, but it is also a good complement to CAR for networks with not very high LCP−corr, which is a measure to estimate the correlation between number of common-neighbors and number of links between common-neighbors. Besides, the proposed index is also more efficient than CAR index.
I. INTRODUCTION
Complex network has shown its significant power in modeling and analyzing a wide range of complex systems, such as social, biological and information systems, and the study of complex networks has attracted increasing attention and becomes a popular tool in many different branches of science [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Prediction is one of the key problems in various research and application fields. Link prediction in complex networks aims at estimating the likelihood of the existence of a link between two nodes, and it has many applications in different fields. For example, predicting whether two users know each other can be used to recommend new friends in Social Networking Sites, and in the field of biology, accurate prediction of protein-protein interaction has great value to sharply reduce the experimental costs. Some researchers also applied the link prediction algorithms in partially labeled networks for prediction of protein functions or research areas of scientific publication [6, 7] . In addition, the study of link prediction is closely related to the problem of network evolving mechanisms [8, 9] . Qianming Zhang and Tao Zhou et. al. employed link prediction methods * zhwu@bjtu.edu.cn to evaluate network models and attained better results than some classical models [8] . Recently, through measuring multiple evolution mechanisms of complex networks, they found the evolution of most networks is affected by both popularity and clustering at the same time, but with quite different weights [9] .
Many link prediction methods have been proposed under different backgrounds in recent years [10, 11] . In this paper, we only focus on similarity-based methods using topology structural information. The basic assumption for this kind of link prediction methods is that two nodes are more likely to have a link if they are similar to each other. Therefore, the key problem is to define proper similarity measures between nodes. Some methods combine many factors to define the similarity between nodes, such as attributes of nodes and links and structural information. One group of similarity indices is based solely on the network structure. The simplest one is PA index [12] , which is defined as the product of degrees of two seed nodes. Common-Neighbor (CN) [13] counts the number of common-neighbors and Jaccard index (JC) [14] is a normalization of CN. To get better resolution, Adamic-Adar (AA) [15] and Resource Allocation (RA) [16] are defined by employing the degree information of common-neighbors. Recently, a new index, called Cannistrai-Alanis-Ravai (CAR) [17] , is proposed by Cannistraci et al. Their main point is that link information of common-neighbors is useful but still noisy. They find level-2 links, i.e. links between common-neighbors, are more valuable and can be used to improve most classical Node-Neighborhood-based similarity indices. The above methods are all local measures, and to pursue higher prediction precision some global and quasi-local methods are also proposed, such as Katz [18] , SimRank [19] , Hitting Time [20] , Average Commute Time [21] , Local Path [22] , Transferring Similarity [23] , Matrix Forest Index [24] and so on. Obviously, considering more information and features in prediction methods may cause more time and space costs.
Besides, there are also some more complex models and methods to solve the link prediction problem. Clauset et al. proposed an algorithm based on the hierarchical network structure, which gives good predictions for the networks with hierarchical structures [25, 26] . Guimera et al. solved this problem using stochastic block model [27] . Recently, Linyuan Lü et al. proposed a concept of structural consistency, which could reflect the inherent link predictability of a network, and they also proposed a structural perturbation method for link prediction, which is more accurate and robust than the state-ofthe art method [28] . Although the above methods can attain better results than most Node-Neighborhood-based methods, they are hard to be applied to large networks.
Heretofore, efficient link prediction is still a big challenge. In our opinion, local methods are still good candidates for solving link prediction problem in large networks. Some results have shown that community/cluster structures can help improve the performance of link prediction [17, 29] . Some researchers directly combine the communities detected by various community detection algorithms with some similarity indices, and show that cluster information can improve link prediction algorithms a lot in some cases [30, 31] . This kind of methods relies on the community detection algorithms, but there are lots of different algorithms. How to choose a proper algorithm is still not very clear.
In this paper, we present a new similarity index, called CCLP (Clustering Coefficient for Link Prediction), which employs more local link/triangle structure information than CAR index, but costs less computational time. The key idea of our method is to exploit the value of links between other neighbors of common-neighbors, except seed nodes and common-neighbor nodes, and they can be efficiently conveyed by using clustering coefficient of common-neighbors. Some related literatures also suggest that clustering coefficient has some relations with the problem of link prediciton problem [32, 33] . The experimental results on 10 networks from five various fields show that our new method performs better than CAR index on networks with not very high LCP −corr and is more efficient.
II. METHODS

A. Definition
Considering an unweighted undirected simple network G(V, E), where V is the set of nodes and E is the set of links. For each pair of nodes, x, y ∈ V , we assign a score to the pair of seed nodes. All the nonexistent links are sorted in decreasing order according to their scores, and the links in the top are most likely to exist. The commonused framework always sets the similarity to the score, so the higher score means the higher similarity, and vice versa. The definitions of similarity indices mentioned in this paper are as follows.
Preferential Attachment (PA).
where Γ(x) denotes the set of neighbors of node x and |A| is the number of elements in set A.
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where k z is the degree of node z.
Resource Allocation (RA).
CAR.
where LCL(x,y) is the number of links between common-neighbors.
B. Similarity index based on clustering coefficient
Certainly, complicated techniques are able to give some insights into the mechanism of link formation, network evolution, and even the link predictability . However, pointed out that two-step link information is valuable but still noisy, and they proposed to employ level-2 links, which are links between common-neighbors, to improve classical similarity indices. (e) In this paper, we want to show the value of level-3 links, which are, for example, links between other neighbors of common-neighbor z. Other neighbors here mean that they are neither seed nodes nor common-neighbor nodes. CCLP index conveys level-3 links by using clustering coefficient of common-neighbors. For example, to calculate the clustering coefficient of node z, we need to count the number of links between neighbors of node z, because this number is just the number of triangles passing through node z. The most important reason why we consider level-3 links is because they have similar structural position with the candidate link corresponding to each common-neighbor.
some researchers also pointed out that these elegant techniques are at the moment mere proof of concepts rather than concrete methods to apply on real problems [17] . Except the problem of tuning parameters, they are not efficient enough either, because they can only predict missing links on very small networks (with few hundreds of nodes). Nevertheless, at the current age of big data, we always need to process very large networks.
For these reasons, efficient and parameter-free methods still deserve to be further studied. Node-Neighborhoodbased approaches are commonly used in both research and application. In these methods, classical ones, such as PA, CN, JC, AA and RA, only focus on node degree and common-neighbors. Recently Cannistraci et al. proposed a new index, called CAR, with the concept of localcommunity-paradigm. They also extended other NodeNeighborhood-based methods with LCL, and showed us that most classical Node-Neighborhood-based methods can be improved a lot combining LCL.
LCL counts the number of links between commonneighbors, and we note these level-2 links can form triangles with seed nodes and common-neighbor nodes. It inspires us that triangle information is very useful in estimating similarities between nodes. It is notable that a recently proposed triangle growing network model can generate networks with various key features that can be observed in most real-world data sets, with only two kinds of triangle growth mechanism [34] . That confirms the crucial importance of triangle information in link formation. Further, we find that there are also some other related triangle information can be considered, such as triangles formed by a common-neighbor and its neighbors. Therefore, we consider this kind of information in our new index, called CCLP, by employing clustering coefficient of common-neighbors, because clustering coefficient can reflect the density of triangles within a local network environment. The definition is given in equation (7), in which CC z is defined as equation (8) .
where t z is the number of triangles passing through node z and k z is the degree of node z. Figure 1 shows the illustration of local similarity indices. From PA index to CN/JC, level-1 link information is proved more valuable in all one-step links. From AA/RA to CAR, level-2 link structure shows more power in improving the accuracy of link-prediction algorithms. In this paper, we extend the local link/triangle structure information to farther structures, i.e. links between other neighbors of common neighbors or other triangles passing through a common-neighbor. We also find an efficient way to convey this link-structure information by employing clustering coefficient of common-neighbor. The key advantages of employing clustering coefficient are two folds: 1) Some important links that possess the same structural position with the candidate link can be conveyed; 2) the computational complexity of clustering coefficient is much lower than LCL, because only O(N ) times are needed to count number of links between neighbors of nodes for a whole network, while it's O(N 2 ) times for calculating LCL of all node-pairs. Here N is the number of nodes of a network.
C. Estimation
To estimate the predicted results comprehensively, here we employ two different estimators: precision and AUP. The basic preparation for calculation of the two estimators is the same. To test the precision of a prediction algorithm, the observed links E is randomly divided into two parts: the training set E t is treated as known information, while the probe set E p is used for testing and no information in the probe set is allowed to be used for prediction. Obviously, E = E t ∪ E p and E t ∩ E p = null. In this paper, we consider 10% of links as test links. The accuracy results are averages of 1000 independent runs for small networks with less than 1000 nodes and averages of 300 runs for large networks with more than 1000 nodes.
Given the ranking of the non-observed links, the precision is defined as the ratio of relevant items selected to the number of items selected. That means if we take the top L links as the predicted ones, among which L r links are right, then the precision can be defined as equation (9) [35] . In this paper, we choose L as 20 for networks with less than 1000 links and 100 for networks with more than 1000 links. Higher precision indicates higher prediction accuracy.
AUP is defined as the Area Under Precision curve, which is proposed by Cannistraci et al [17] . In this paper, the precision curve is achieved by using ten different values of L. The largest value of L is defined as that in the above definition of precision and other values is an arithmetical sequence with the difference equal to one tenth of the largest L.
D. Datasets
In this article, we test link prediction algorithms on 10 real-world networks drawn from five various fields. Food [36] and Grassland [37] are two food web networks. Dolphins [38] and Jazz [39] are dolphins and musician social networks. Macaque [40] and Mouse [41] are two neural networks. PB [42] and Email [43] are two social networks from electronic information systems. Grid [44] and INT [45] are two artificial infrastructure networks. The basic topological features of these networks are given in Table I, including number of nodes and edges, average degree, average shortest distance, clustering coefficient and LCP −corr , which is defined in equation (10) . The basic topological features of the 10 real-world networks. N and M are the total number of nodes and links, respectively. k is the average degree of the network. d is the average shortest distance between node pairs. CC is the clustering coefficient defined in equation (8) . LCP−corr is an index to estimate the correlation between CN (number of common-neighbors) and LCL (number of links between common-neighbors).
where cov(X, Y ) is the covariance of the variables X and Y , and δ X is the standard deviation of the variable X.
III. RESULTS
A. Accuracy
Here we provide the results of accuracy for several common-neighbor-based similarity indices. CN, AA and RA have been shown to perform better than other classical common-neighbor-based similarity indices, so for simplicity we only choose CN, AA, RA and CAR to compare with CCLP index. Besides, we also give the results of a random predictor (RP). The link prediction results estimated by precision are shown in Table II . Highest scores among these indices are highlighted in boldface. Estimated in precision, CAR and CCLP perform better than other classical indices on the ten networks. CAR gets five best results and CCLP gets three bests. For comparing CCLP and CAR more clearly, we also give a column of 'CCLP/CAR', which shows the ratio of improvement on each other. Positive value means CCLP performs better than CAR, and vise versa. It shows that CCLP index can perform comparatively with CAR index. They can beat each other on five networks respectively. From the aspect of improvement ratio, CCLP can improve more than hundreds of percentages on Grassland and INT networks, while the largest improvement made by CAR on CCLP is up to 27.9%. Since Grassland is not a typical LCP (Local community paradigm) network, which has a low LCP −corr value as shown in Talbe I, CAR can not give precise predicting results. But CCLP does not suffer from this kind of limitation. Table III presents the prediction results estimated by AUP. Still CCLP and CAR perform better than other classical indices. CCLP gets five best accuracy results and CAR gets three bests. At this time CCLP performs slightly better than CAR index with six higher scores, as shown in the column of 'CCLP/CAR', and big improvements appear again on Grassland and INT networks.
Further, we also demonstrate the precision curve of CCLP and CAR on the ten tested networks in Fig 2. Different data points are generated corresponding to different parameter L of precision estimator. Almost for all tested networks, precision decreases with the increase of L, except for Grassland network, in which the prediction results of CCLP and CAR are very stable despite of the variation of L. As a whole, it validates our proposition that increasing L increases the difficulty of the prediction problem. From Fig 2, it is clearly that CCLP performs better than CAR on Grassland, INT and Grid networks and CAR gets better results on PB and Dolphins networks. As the authors of CAR index analyzed, CAR is only good at predicting missing link for typical LCP networks with high LCP −corr . Most networks on which CCLP can perform better than CAR have relatively small LCP −corr . It indicates that CCLP index is a good complement of CAR index when facing atypical LCP (Local community paradigm) networks.
In our experiments, we also observe another interesting phenomenon. On Food networks, classical similarity indices perform even worse than the random predictor (RP) estimated by both precision and AUP. By punishing large degree nodes, AA and RA can perform better than CN, but their prediction results are still worse than the random predictor. With the similar form of definition with AA and RA, CCLP estimates the contributions of common neighbors with clustering coefficient and achieves useful structural information on Food network. 
B. Efficiency
In this section, we will validate the efficiency of CCLP index. Before assigning similarity scores for all pairs of nodes, CCLP only needs O(N ) times to calculate clustering coefficient for each node, while CAR needs O(N 2 ) times to calculate LCL for each pair of nodes. Thus CCLP costs less computational time than CAR index. The average complexity of assigning final similarity scores is O(N 2 k 2 ), where k is the average degree of a network. That is the same for most common-neighborbased similarity indices, even for the simplest index, CN.
Another factor that impacts the computational time of an index is the detailed implementation method. To get the final similarity matrix, classical similarity indices and CCLP index can be implemented with matrix operations, while for CAR index, LCL is hard to be implemented by matrix operation. The authors of CAR index can only support matlab source codes implementing in loopstructures, which is much slower than matrix operation. Table IV lists the time consuming of calculating similarity matrix for each network, because other linkprediction procedures are the same for different indices. The computation environment is the same for all similarity indices. The clock speed of the processor is 2.49 GHz and the total memory is 16 GB. The computing platform used in our experiments is Matlab2014. In our results, the time consumption of CCLP is about three times as that of CN at most, while comparing with CAR, CCLP even runs faster more than 10,000 times on some large networks.
To further demonstrate the efficiency of CCLP, we also run these similarity indices on artificial networks with different sizes. Here the artificial networks are generated by PS (Popularity vs Similarity) model [46] . The configurations are: N = 1000, 2000, ..., 10000; m = 3; T = 0.5; ζ = 1; γ = 2.1. The results are shown in Fig. 3 . CCLP costs a bit more time than classical similarity indices, and only needs several seconds for networks with 10,000 nodes. While the time consuming of CAR index increases rapidly with the increase of network scale. It costs more than 10,000 seconds for the largest networks.
IV. CONCLUSION
In recent years, some sophisticated link prediction models and methods, such as HSM [25] , SBM [27] , and SPM [28] , have been proposed. Not only these methods can give very good prediction results in some networks, another significance of these methods is to give insights into the mechanism of link formation, network evolution, and even the link predictability [28] . Although the study on sophisticated models is undoubtedly significant, we think that at least currently efficient link prediction methods should not be neglected until the computational complexity is not a problem for sophisticated technics.
In this paper we exploit the power of more local link/triangle structure information, which can be conveyed by clustering coefficient of common neighbors efficiently. CAR index employs local link structure information, called LCL, which belongs to a pair of nodes. It is very helpful in improving link prediction accuracy, yet not efficient enough and only suitable for networks with high LCP −corr . Experimental results on real-world networks demonstrate that with clustering coefficient CCLP index can perform comparatively with CAR index as a whole. For networks with not very high LCP −corr , CCLP index is a good complement to CAR index with better link prediction accuracy. Another advantage of CCLP is that it is more efficient than CAR index.
The similarity of CCLP and CAR index is that both of them employ some local link/triangle structure information rather than simple degree information. The difference is that CCLP utilizes more link/triangle structural information, while the information used by CAR is more specific to a pair of nodes. LCL belongs to a pair of candidate seed nodes, but clustering coefficient of a commonneighbor is the same for all different pairs of nodes. That may be the reason why CCLP can not perform better significantly than CAR index. Certainly, to attain more specific information CAR needs more computional time and is only sutitable for networks with high LCP −corr . In the future work, considering both of the two factors in one index at the same time may be a good direction to design better Node-Neighborhood-based similarity indices. 
